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The Aim of Particle Physics 
(Elementary Particle Physics
and/or High Energy Physics)

1. What is everything made of ?
2. What holds it all together?

Particle physics is a modern name for centuries 
old effort to understand the laws of Nature 

We are about to take a journey into 
the world of Higgs particle



Colliding galaxies reveal dark matter

Where did we come from?

What is everything made of ? What holds it all together ?

Why do we exist?



What is everything made of ? What holds it all together ?



Matter Content of Our Universe
We know only 5% of it ...

Dark Matter (27%)  Can be detected only from its 
gravitational effects

Dark Energy (68%)  Expansion of Universe is faster 
than “expected” (Big-Bang + relativity) 



What is Universe made of ?

to understand the very first moments of our 
Universe after the Big Bang

Today
13.7 Billion Years, 1028 cm

Today’s Scientific Challenge

What 
happened 

then ?

Big Bang



Atom
Proton

Big Bang

Radius of Earth

Radius of Galaxies

Earth to Sun

Universe

Hubble ALMA

VLT
AMS

Study physics laws of first moments after Big 
Bang increasing Symbiosis between Particle 

Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology

Super-Microscope

LHC

PHYSICS OF TWO INFINITIES
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What is everything made of ? What holds it all together ?

Gravitational
interaction

Universal



E = mc2

High Energy Physics

New particles production

p =   h / λ
(physics on extremely 

small scales)

Study the matter

Mass/Energy

Particle/Wave

The Particle World e =1.602176462(63) 10-19 C
m = 9.10938188(72) 10 –31 kg
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The laws of « this world » are not really intuitive..

Particle world is described by quantum field theory 
It is our main working tool for particles physics
It comes from the marriage between quantum mechanics and relativity



All forces can be thought of as interactions between elementary particles

All forces are mediated by a 
force-carrying particle

A Feynman Diagram for two electrons repelling each other

Feynman Diagrams: Forces as Interactions



Feynman Diagrams Measured at LHC & Compared to Theory
Approximately ordered in decreasing reaction rate



We can create particles from energy



Collision of accelerated particles  “Grain” of energy → New Particles
High energies are needed to produce massive particles & look into smaller distances E ~ 1/λ

Accelerators                          E = mc2 Detectors  

LHC (14TeV)  9 × 10-17 m

Tools of the Trade – Particle Accelerator

Power of resolution:



Brief History of Our Universe and Physics of LHC

LHC studies the first 
10-10 - 10-5 seconds…

QCD phase transition
(quark gluon plasma)

Electro-weak phase 
transition (Higgs,…)



13,7 billion years ago there were other things in the Universe –
that we can “create” at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN

Particles at LHC -
very small “objects” 

of high energy –
are instruments to 

go back in time



= Cosmic DNA



All our knowledge is today «codified» in the Standard Model :
Matter, Interaction, Unification Interaction, Unification

The Standard Model :

 A quantum field theory:
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)

 Classify the matter particles in family 
(fermions)

 Explain the interactions through local 
gauge principle symmetry (bosons)

 Allow the particle to acquire masses 
through the Higgs mechanism

 Without the Higgs, all particles are 
massless

 Without the Higgs, quantum 
corrections are infinite

 Has been tested with high precision 
at collider experiments

The new (final?) “Periodic 
Table” of fundamental elements

A Crowning Achievement of 20th Century Science



Why do Things Weight ? … The Massive Mystery
Newton (F = ma):

Weight proportional to Mass

Einstein (E=mc2):
Energy related to Mass
Mass curves space-time

Neither explained Origin of Mass

 Simplest theory – all particles are massless !!!

 Where do the masses come from ?

 Why do some fundamental particles have 
mass while others don’t ?

Are masses due to Higgs boson?
(the physicists’ Holy Grail)



The Seminal Papers –
Higgs Particle Predicted in 1964



• Interactions of photon (A) unchanged if:

• Mass term for gauge boson

• Violates gauge invariance
• So we understand why photon is massless

The reason for inventing the Higgs is to explain mass

Higgs mechanism generates gauge invariant masses

James
Maxwell,

1831--‐1879

Why is Mass a (Theoretical) Problem ?



Englert, Brout & Higgs Guralnik, Hagen & Kibble

The Englert – Brout – Higgs Mechanism

The Higgs Boson was invented to explain why:
the W and Z boson (and other ELEMENTARY PARTICLES) are heavy

(gauge invariant way to give mass), while gluon and photon stays massless

Scalar field 
with at least 
one scalar

particle



• Higgs boson explains why electron has mass
• Radius of nuclei depend on electron mass

Radius  is proportional to 1 / mass (electron)

… there would be no atoms
 massless electrons would escape at the speed of light

… there would be no heavy nuclei
… weak interactions would not be weak
 Life would be impossible: everything would be radioactive

If there were no Higgs Boson

It’s existence is a big deal!



1) To understand the Higgs mechanism, imagine that a room full of 
physicists quietly chattering is like space filled only with the Higgs field....

2) a well known scientist walks in, creating a disturbance as he moves 
across the room, and attracting a cluster of admirers with each step ...

3) this increases his resistance to movement, in other words, he acquires 
mass, just like a particle moving through the Higgs field ...

4) if a rumour crosses the room ...

5) it creates the same kind of clustering, but this time among the 
scientists themselves. In this analogy, these clusters are Higgs particles.
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Higgs particle 
interacts with 
particles, thus 

slowing them down.  
This results in 

energy converted 
into mass.

So … How do you get mass ?
THE HIGGS MECHANISM



THE HIGGS MECHANISM … IN ACTION …



• H boson is an excitation of the H field.
• H field - not H boson - creates particle masses.

• H field is responsible for masses of all elementary 
particles, atoms, chemistry - and life.

• H field is not responsible for most of our mass (proton
mass comes from gluon interactions) & mass in universe
• H is not gravity!



The quantum theory predicts that the field 
has an associated quantum / particle:



30 Years of Experiments:

Higgs Hunting Over the Years



> 2010: a New Era in Fundamental Science

Exploration of a New Energy Frontier
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 

LHC ring:
27 km circumference

CMS

ALICE

LHCb

ATLAS



CERN: Push forward the frontiers of knowledge…..
Seeking answers to questions about the Early Universe:

“Newton’s unfinished business”… what is mass?

Science’s little embarrassment… what is 96% of the Universe made of?

Nature’s favouritism… why is there no more antimatter?

The secrets of the Big Bang… what was matter like within the first
moments of the Universe’s life?



Marvel of Technology – the world’s fastest racetrack – LHC
Protons are accelerated around circular orbits by electric fields (superconducting RF 
cavities)  1232 superconducting magnets, each 15 m long, operating at 8.3 T (200’000 x 
Earth’s magnetic field) and 1.9K (-271°C) in superfluid helium.

Energy stored in LHC magnets:

1 dipole magnet  Estored = 7 MJ
All magnets      Estored = 10.4 GJ

The kinetic energy of an A380 at 
700 km/hour

Energy stored in LHC beams
– Kinetic energy of 1 proton bunch:

• E1 = (1.15 x 1011 protons) x 7 TeV = 129 kJ
– Kinetic energy of beam = 2808 bunches: 

• Ebeam = k x E1 = 2808 x E1 = 362 MJ

Enough to melt 5.6 tons of gold



there is a single 
bottle of hydrogen 

gas

In the beginning …

from which 
protons (p+) 
are extracted

and accelerated 
to ALMOST the 

speed of light (c)…



Peak energy [GeV] length/Circumference [m]                    
Linac 0.12   30
PSB 1.4                               157
CPS 26 628 = 4 PSB
SPS 450  6’911 = 11 x PS
LHC 7000 26’657 = 27/7 x SPS

LEIR

CPS

SPS

Booster

LINACS

LHC
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Beam 1

Beam 2

TI8

TI2

Energy gain per machine is
x10 to x20 because

this is the typical useful range 
scale of magnets

The LHC injector complex



The LHC tunnel – with bending 
magnets as far as the eye can see



CERN Accelerator Complex



and its all done within view of 
spectacular Mont Blanc!
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Building of 5 floor
ATLAS CMS

ATLAS and CMS Experiments: Two Giants



The opera Les Troyens by Berlioz, as shown in 
Valencia, St. Peterburg and Warsaw (2011)
used a set design based on ATLAS Detector 

The “Gothic Cathedrals”
of the 21st Century

The LHC Spectrometers: the largest and most 
complex “microscopes” we’ve ever built



Both ATLAS
and CMS  
have seen
already:

The LHC is an 
“EVERYTHING” factory

(with additional background 
collisions)

LHC Versatility: What is in this Data ?

select 1 out of  much more than 10 billion . . .
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Jet

Jet

Basic (Di-Jet Production) Processes at the LHC
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HIGGS 

Higgs Production at the LHC



Feynman diagrams:

a.  Gluon fusion

b.  Vector boson fusion

c.  Assoc prod with W 

d.  Assoc prod with top

 bb : large BR, Yukawa coupling
 ττ : Yukawa coupling
 WW : large BR, gauge boson coupling
 ZZ : high S/B, high mass resolution,

gauge boson coupling
 γγ : high mass resolution, loop coupling

Higgs Decays @ 125 GeV: 
Dream case for experimentalists
 fun to measure them all !

Higgs Production and Decay at the LHC



Focus on high mass resolution & 
most sensitive channels

p + p → H X → Z0 Z0* X → e+ e- µ+ µ- X

Compute (from the measured kinematics) :

Also for each Z0 compute (e.g. for  Z0 → µ+ µ−) :

The same for the other Higgs decay mode : H → γγ
In all cases we have to reconstruct tracks (EM clusters for 
photons) and measure momenta, energies and idetify particles
(charge and mass hypothesis). 
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Higgs Discovery by Bump Hunting (Resonances)



This is what a reconstructed H  γγ Looks Like 



This is what a reconstructed H  ZZ  µµµµ
looks like 



The Birth of a Higgs Particle – Evolution in Time

H  γγ H  ZZ

“History” of the data accumulation in 2011-2012: 
bumps in the invariant mass signify a new particle, 
found in two different ways (decay channels), at the 

same mass – about 125 GeV/c2



“So, We have it – It is a Discovery”  
(Rolf-Dieter Heuer,  CERN Director General)

Both ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have reported observation of a 
narrow resonance ~ 125 GeV consistent with long-sought Higgs boson

What did we know on that day: it is most probably “A HIGGS BOSON” 
 had to establish if it is “THE HIGGS BOSON” of the Standard Model

July 4, 2012 @ CERN: 



The Higgs Boson: a landmark discovery
- 2012 …

Most cited LHC papers so far... (> 12500 times) 

Special Physics Letters B edition with t  
ATLAS and CMS CMS papers 

on the Higgs Discovery 



Abour 50 years and Billion(s) of Dollars –
The “God Particle” is no Longer a Theory 



Methodology

‘The Large Hadron Collider at CERN is the largest most complex machine 
in the world, possibly the universe. By smashing particles together at 
enormous energies, it recreates the conditions of the Big Bang. The 

recent discovery of what looks like the “Higgs particle” is a triumph of 
human endeavour and international collaboration. It will change our 
perception of the world and has the potential to offer insights into a 

complete theory of everything.’ Stephen Hawking 

2013: Nobel Prize in Physics for Higgs Boson Discovery



All the matter particles are spin-1/2 fermions.
All the force carriers are spin-1 bosons

 Higgs particle is the only spin-0 (scalar) 
particle in the SM, but it does the 
most important job (gives masses)

 Higgs is a totally new form of matter
(neither matter nor force): “FACELESS”

Historic Milestone: the Higgs is just Different

 Higgs couplings to fermions and 
gauge bosons fixed in SM

 Do coulings scale with mass ?
 A deviation from this pattern   

signals new physics!



We have only just 
started to understand

the Higgs boson …

… and we need to look 
from every angle









We have only started to understand the Higgs boson …
… and we need to look from every angle



Determine Higgs properties as precisely as 
possible to address fundamentl questions:

… is it “THE Higgs Boson” (of the Standard Model) ? or one of several ?

… its properties could give information on Dark Matter

… its properties could give first hints on Dark Energy



The “Fate of Our Universe” & Higgs Boson
Is Empty

Space Stable ? 

« Stability of the 
EW vacuum »

The universe 
seems to live 
near a critical 

condition

arXiv: 1403.6535

Is mH = 125 GeV special ?
Higgs Mass is finely-
tuned observable …

Unstable
Universe

Stable
Universe

Our world



Forces

Matter

Higgs :
Vacuum & 

Masses 

No evidence of New Physics (YET) in the LHC data, beyond the SM 
 it may remain valid up to very high energies

Measure every facet of the Higgs Lepton Collider ( + LHC)
 See thursday lecture on Future Colliders

Beyond Standard Model: Puzzle is Sharpened

Lagrangians & 
coffee mugs



The Higgs:  A new kind of field
The only fundamental scalar



Higgs discovery not the end 
of an era, but beginning 

of a New Era:

We enter a new Scalar World !

Cosmic connections:
• primordial Big Bang inflation driven by 

scalar field
• today‘s inflation driven by scalar field:

Dark Energy, cosmological constant 
(Nobel 2011)

• Higgs: scalar field
• world(s) born from chaos - of

fluctuations of scalar field ?
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